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Abstract. Recent research efforts have produced new algorithms for
solving planarity-related problems. One such method performs vertex
addition using the PC-tree data structure, which is similar to but sim-
pler than the well-known PQ-tree. For each vertex, the PC-tree is first
checked to see if the new vertex can be added without violating certain
planarity conditions; if the conditions hold, the PC-tree is adjusted to
add the new vertex and processing continues. The full set of planarity
conditions are required for a PC-tree planarity tester to report only pla-
nar graphs as planar. This paper provides further analyses and new pla-
narity conditions needed to produce a correct planarity algorithm with
a PC-tree.

1 Introduction

The first linear-time planarity tests [1, 2] represent significant achievements but
are also quite complex. Recent research has produced simpler linear-time pla-
narity algorithms [3–5]. This paper discusses the planarity method of Shih and
Hsu [5], which is based on a data structure called a PC-tree. The PC-tree method
is a vertex addition method that adds each vertex to a partial planar embedding
once it determines that planarity can be preserved while adding the vertex and
all edges that connect it to other vertices in the partial embedding.

The PC-tree method processes the vertices in a post-order traversal of the
depth first search (DFS) tree of the graph. Thus, there is a path of unprocessed
vertices from every vertex to the root of the DFS-tree. If the graph is planar,
then it must be possible to embed of the first k vertices so that all vertices
with direct back edge connections to their unprocessed DFS ancestors are on
the external face of the partial embedding. For each vertex i, the algorithm first
checks the PC-tree for a number of defined planarity conditions. If all conditions
are met, then a planarity reduction is applied to the PC-tree for vertex i.

If one or more planarity conditions were missing, then a planarity reduction
would be applied when it should not be, ultimately causing a planar result to
be reported on some non-planar graphs. The literature on PC-trees have not
presented additional planarity conditions, instead focusing on the consecutive
ones problem [6, 7] or on equating PQ-tree and PC-tree reductions [8]. A sub-
mitted book chapter [9] presents an alternate graph-theoretic view that shows
the correctness of the general approach, but it uses constructs that are diffi-
cult to apply directly to a PC-tree. This paper presents the additional required
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planarity conditions that arise directly on the PC-tree, thus allowing more rea-
sonable comparisons of complexity and empirical performance to be made with
other planarity methods. In particular, although it is reasonable to assume that
the ‘batch’ operations of vertex addition methods are more cumbersome to im-
plement and less efficient than a finer grain edge addition method [4], proper
comparisons cannot be done with only the planarity conditions in [5].

Section 2 provides some definitions and preliminary remarks. Sections 3, 4
and 5 present additional planarity conditions and further analyses for the PC-
tree. Finally, Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries

A PC-tree represents a partial planar embedding of a graph, with C-nodes rep-
resenting all biconnected components and P-nodes representing cut vertices in
the partial embedding and vertices with direct back edge connections that have
not been embedded yet. Every P-node is associated with a vertex of the input
graph. The neighbors of a C-node are P-nodes, which form the representative
bounding cycle (RBC) of the C-node. The RBC corresponds to the external face
cycle of the biconnected component represented by the C-node (for efficiency,
nodes are removed from the RBC if they represent neither cut vertices in the
partial embedding nor the endpoints of unembedded back edges). The P-nodes
of the RBC are connected into a cycle. Traversal through a C-node occurs on
one of the two paths along the RBC cycle between two neighbors of the C-node.

The PC-tree is denoted T , and Tr denotes a subtree of T rooted by node r.
The current vertex being processed is denoted i. An i-subtree Tw is a PC-subtree
of Ti that is rooted by the P-node for w with lowpoint(w) equal to i (i.e. the
unembedded back edges from w and its descendants connect to i). An i∗-subtree
Tx is a PC-subtree of Ti that is rooted by the P-node for x with lowpoint(x)
< i and that contains no vertex adjacent to i in the input graph (so, every
unembedded back edge connects to an ancestor of i). To simplify discussion, the
direct back edges to i and its ancestors are considered to be degenerate i-subtrees
and i∗-subtrees. If the root node of an i-subtree or i∗-subtree is the child of a
given PC-tree node, then we say that the i-subtree or i∗-subtree is a child of
that node. A terminal node is a P-node or C-node of the PC-tree that has one
or more i-subtree children, one or more i∗-subtree children, and no descendants
in the PC-tree with both i-subtree and i∗-subtree children.

For each vertex i (in post-order of the DFS tree), the PC-tree is tested for
planarity conditions before adding i to the partial embedding. Because three or
more terminal nodes implies non-planarity, much of the discourse in [5] focuses
on the one or two terminal node cases. Shih and Hsu present four necessary
conditions for maintaining planarity in the one and two terminal node cases: “In
Lemma 2.5, Corollary 2.6, [and] Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we made the assumption
that graph G is planar in deriving at those conclusions. We shall show that
if these conclusions hold at each iteration, then G must be planar by showing
that these conditions imply a feasible internal embedding for each 2-connected
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component.” [5, p. 188]. Then, the proof presented only describes how to perform
the one and two terminal node planarity reductions, which does not prove that
those reductions can always be performed if only the given planarity conditions
are met. The remaining sections describe additional required planarity conditions
and indicate how their violation implies non-planarity.

3 The i-i∗ Subtree Patterns Around a Terminal C-Node

Lemma 3.2 of [5] seeks to characterize the allowable pattern of child i-subtrees
and i∗-subtrees around a terminal C-node. It states that for the root j of any
child i-subtree of a terminal C-node, one of the two RBC paths from j to the
parent of the C-node must contain only i-subtrees. This condition is necessary
but only sufficient in the one terminal node case when the terminal node has no
proper ancestor with a child i∗-subtree. In the two terminal node case and the one
terminal node case where the terminal node has a proper ancestor with a child
i∗-subtree, it is possible to be compliant with the statement of the lemma yet
still have a non-planarity condition. Theorem 1 states the additional restriction
required on terminal C-nodes, and Figure 1 shows PC-trees that violate the
restriction, along with the resulting K3,3 minor.

Theorem 1. If a terminal C-node c has a proper ancestor r with a child v such
that Tv excludes c and is or contains an i∗-subtree, then c must have a child w
for which an RBC path from w to the parent of c contains all of the i-subtree
children of c.

Fig. 1. (a) A K3,3 non-planarity minor from [3]. (b) A corresponding PC-tree with
one terminal C-node having the forbidden pattern of i-subtrees (dark triangles) and
i∗-subtrees (light triangles). (c) An example with two terminal C-nodes, only one of
which need be in the depicted state. Note the use of graph minors for simplification; in
these examples, r could be any node on the path between i and the terminal C-node.
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4 The i-i∗ Subtree Patterns for an Intermediate C-Node

Given an intermediate C-node c along the path P between two terminal nodes,
we consider the two RBC paths strictly between neighbors v and v′ of c in P . The
proof of Lemma 3.1 of [5] attempts to prove the following: neither RBC path of
c can contain both an i-subtree and an i∗-subtree. It does not show the necessity
of the broader planarity condition stated the lemma: of the two RBC paths
strictly between v and v′, one must contain only child i-subtrees and the other
must contain only child i∗-subtrees. There are four issues. First, the proof of
the simpler condition fails when the terminal node and the intermediate C-node
are neighbors; the author has found other K3,3 patterns (not depicted) for this
case. Second, the proof is by contradiction but does not fully negate the lemma
statement: the simpler condition (described above) can hold while still violating
the lemma statement’s planarity condition if both RBC paths contain only i∗-
subtrees (see Figure 2(a)) or i-subtrees (reduces to Figure 1(c)). Third, stricter
conditions are required if the intermediate C-node is m, the closest common
ancestor of the terminal nodes, because it cannot be flipped. The graph is non-
planar if an i-subtree appears below P on the RBC of m (see Figure 2(b)) or
if an i∗-subtree appears on the RBC of m above P (resulting in a K3,3 that
edge contracts to the K5 minor of Figure 3(a)). Theorem 2 states the required
planarity conditions. A fourth problem is that analogous planarity conditions
are required for one terminal node, producing the same non-planarity minors
except the last case does not edge contract to a K5 minor but still produces a
K3,3 (not depicted). Theorem 3 states the additional planarity conditions.

Theorem 2. Let P denote the path between two terminal nodes u and u′ with
closest common ancestor m. Let c denote a C-node in P −{u, u′} with neighbors
v and v′ in P . Of the two RBC paths strictly between v and v′, one must contain
no child i-subtrees and the other no child i∗-subtrees. Further, if c = m, then the
RBC path containing the child i-subtrees must also contain the parent of c.

Theorem 3. Given one terminal node u, let P denote the path from u to the
farthest ancestor u′ with a child i∗-subtree. Let c be an intermediate C-node in
path P − {u}. For c �= u′, let v and v′ denote the neighbors of c in P . For
c = u′, let v denote the neighbor of c in P and let v′ denote the closest child
i∗-subtree along either RBC path from the parent p of c. The following conditions
must hold: 1) The children of c in one RBC path strictly between v and v′ must
contain only child i-subtrees; 2) The opposing RBC path strictly between v and v′

must contain only child i∗-subtrees; 3) If c = u′, then the RBC path containing
the child i-subtrees must also contain p.

5 Finding Non-planarity of K3,3-Less Graphs

Consider extending Lemma 2.5 in [5] to a PC-tree that contains C-nodes. Specif-
ically, suppose the closest common ancestor m of the two terminal nodes is a
C-node whose parent has the only child i∗-subtree along the path P ′. Figure 3
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Fig. 2. (a) The intermediate C-node has child i∗-subtrees along both RBC paths be-
tween its parent (labelled m here) and the next node in path P (labelled u here). (b)
The C-node labelled m has a child i-subtree below the path P between the terminal
nodes. (c) The K3,3 for these planarity condition violations; the labels m, x, y and u
are the mapping for part (a), and the labels r, u, u′ and w are for part (b).

depicts an example PC-tree and the corresponding K5 minor pattern from [3].
In this case, the K3,3 shown in the proof of Lemma 2.5 in [5] cannot be found,
illustrating that the proof does not “go through for the case of general trees
without any changes provided that the paths through a C-node are interpreted
correctly” [5, p. 185]. Theorem 4 states the relevant planarity condition from
Lemma 2.5 of [5], relying for its proof of necessity on both [5] and Figure 3.

Theorem 4. Suppose there are two terminal nodes u and u′ in Tr, and let m
be their closest common ancestor. Let P ′ be the unique path from m to r. Every
proper ancestor of m in Tr must have no child i∗-subtrees.

This case is also important because it shows the method by which K5 sub-
divisions and other K3,3-less graphs are found by the PC-tree algorithm. In [5],
the case of three terminal nodes is shown to produce a either a (subgraph home-
omorphic to) K3,3, or “we could have three terminal nodes being neighbors of a
C-node, in which case we would get a subgraph homeomorphic to K5 . . . ” Tech-
nically, the result is a K5 minor, which could produce a subgraph homeomorphic
to K3,3 or K5. Of greater importance, though, is the fact that a K3,3 can also
always be found in this case (though not the same one indicated for the three
terminal node case in [5]). However, this case of three terminal node neighbors
of a C-node is the only case mentioned in [5] for finding a K5, yet there are
many non-planar graphs that do not contain a K3,3. Therefore, there must be
some other condition that detects non-planarity for graphs that contain a K5

but not a K3,3 (e.g. all K5 subdivisions). The K5 in Figure 6 of [5] is equivalent
to Figure 3(b). It does not result in three terminal nodes as stated in [5], but is
instead discovered by violation of the planarity condition in Theorem 4.
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Fig. 3. (a) A PC-tree in which the closest common ancestor of terminal nodes u and u′

is a C-node with a proper ancestor that has a child i∗-subtree. (b) The corresponding
K5 minor from [3]. Note: Due to the difference in definitions between graph minors and
subgraph homeomorphism, this case implies a subgraph homeomorphic to K3,3 or K5.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented the additional planarity conditions required to create a
correct planarity algorithm using a PC-tree, allowing fair comparison with other
recent approaches to planarity. While the August 2003 version of the implemen-
tation in [10] could not be empirically compared due to frequent incorrect results,
Hsu also requested that a subsequent version with fixes not be empirically com-
pared as he felt the implementation was only a proof of concept. However, there
is strong evidence from [11] that a simplified vertex addition method can achieve
far better performance than most prior methods, although those results also sug-
gest that the edge addition methods in [4, 12] are faster. Future work must use
the results of this paper to create correct, efficient PC-tree implementations for
empirical comparisons, especially with [4, 12]. The results of this paper are also
important for creating a Kuratowski subgraph isolator based on the PC-tree, the
full exposition of which should translate from the graph minors used to express
planarity condition violations to homeomorphic subgraphs.
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